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It’s a Wrap….  BBP Whales 2023 2/27/2023 
Yes, Whales I, Pescadero, 
and Whales II are almost 
done other than our final 
paperwork. 
And it was cold….. 

Looks like Mulege was a 
huge hit.  Not one 
complaint.  In fact, most 
expressed that they really 
liked the ease of using the 
Serenidad including 
International check-in 
somewhere else as well as 
the BBP check-in flow and 
organization at the 
Serenidad.  And it seems 
that by extending the 
event one more day and 
night, we gave all a lot more time to socialize and spend more time exploring the local area. 

 

I was told that on trip I, a 
longtime member who is 
also a Lifetime Member 
who goes by “Cotton 
Field J” called a taxi, 
went to town, and 
bought every space 
heater from every 
hardware store in 
Mulege.  “CF’, as I 
understand it, came back 
with three or, just 
enough for his small 
group to use. 

I have to say, the 
weather did not 
cooperate including the 
wind at both Mulege and 

the Whale Camp.  Trip I did get out on their Whales day but Trip II got hammered on their Whales day 
with a cross-wind at the camp at 20 from the North Gusting to 27.       It was cold…. 

Trip I 

Trip II 
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Tuesday’s Whales was canceled and re-scheduled for Wed 
however, the wind at the camp was the same as on Tuesday.  
Thursday showed the wind from the North at 3 so most went 
over and then continued home after the Whales experience.   

All that being said, it seems that the Whales cycle seems to have 
moved back two or three weeks.  I remember years back when 
we did the trip in March, then February and then late January 
based on Whale activity however, I am thinking that Whales 
2024 will be moved back to mid-March in the same five-day 
format in Mulege.   

BBP arrival and registration for both trips was smooth this year 
compared to years past.   
Working with Terry and Pat Rahe, Rick and Cynthia Koril, along 
with daughter Kim and others who volunteered to work the 
radio, park, haul luggage, and in addition, all who jumped in to 
help with anything that needed done made all go smoothly.  
Thanks to everyone who helped.   

And a special thanks to all the government officials that worked 
with us on this event.  Based on feedback from our members, 
both MMPE and MMSF did a super job on providing the 
entrance paperwork as well as MMLP, MMLT, MMGM, and other 
controlled airports worked with us as we used our BBP assigned 
trip number i.e. Loreto, this is Baja 12, etc. for their call sign. 

All and all, our final count reflected that for Whales 2023, we 
had: 
   52 aircraft 
  146 people 
  1,200 (estimated) margaritas 
  10 (estimated) bottles of Hereinto Agave Tequila 
  16 cases of oranges (for fresh squeezed orange juice) 

Our first social event was our traditional Street party downtown 
Mulege.  Seems transportation in Mulege is always a challenge 
so, for the first time in Baja, I charted a “Chicken Bus”.  Not 
exactly as I use in Central America there were no chickens or pigs 
on board. The school bus I found worked and was a “blast from 
the past” for us that rode school buses when young. 
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One of the presentations on trip I was a special award of the 
BBP’s Life-Time membership to Members Ken and Bonnie 
Foster.  Our records reflect that Ken joined the BBP in 2006, 
which is not unusual however the fact that Ken and Bonnie 
have participated in over forty BBP events including 17 
Whales trips, 3 Central America trips, and 1 Cuban trip.  If 
you note, his BBP trip number always seems to be Baja 2 and 
he is usually second to sign up after myself (who is always 
Baja 1) 

At the trip I street party, I did do a Pilot Review of the flight 
that was scheduled for the following day for Whales 
however, I did not address the fact that if you knock down 
someone with their aircraft, what the proper procedure 
would be following the knock down. Will not miss this issue 
in the future. 

On both of the Street parties and the Pig Roast, we were 
entertained by some amazing talent.  From young dancers to 
an operatic vocalist to a professor of Acoustic Guitar to some 
plain old dancing music, it was a blast.   
On trip II, to add to the confusion, I was all set for the talent 
to sing the Mexican National Anthem when confusion 
erupted as she told me she could not sing the Anthem unless 
she was in the National Palace in CDMX so without missing a 
beat, she rolled her requested song into what many 
considered Mexico’s real National Anthem, the Macarena.  
Who says pilots cannot move their hips.   

And the winners of Trip Drawings were: 
    Two BBP Caps, Barbra Butterfield 
    Two nights the La Casita, Shawn Baker 
    Two nights at the Serenidad, Marge Pantone 
    Three-year BBP Registration, Darrell Shy 
    Five-year BBP Registration, Ed Neffinger 
    2024 Whales Registration, Amber Wright 
    2024 Whales Registration, Jerry Barber  

The following day was open with people taking local tours, 
going into town, or hanging in the bar area where there was a 
pool table, tennis table, and a Corn Hole board available. 

For the first time, I held a BBP breakout where I addressed the 
tools that the BBP provides for border crossings as well as a 
real brief run-through on the countries that the BBP has 
visited.  The computer driven breakout tested out good prior 
to the start of the meeting however, I failed to think about 
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that with about 45 pilots and interested others in the room with 
most having their iPads connected to the only internet connection 
in that area, my big screen presentation was a bust.  Thinking 
StarLink for next year. 

On Tuesday, a Whales Day, Trip I was easy and had little problems 
other than my header in the sand however, it was not the same 
with trip II.  As indicted, the weather was bad at the camp so, we 
had an unplanned open day.  I worked the locals and put together 
a trip to Santa Rosalia (not good) as well as a horseback ride along 
the ocean (really good)   

And it gets a little confusing because on one night on Trip I, it 
seems that after all the fun and excitement was done at the 
Serenidad, about three or four of our members as well as myself 
and Maria, the local talent that I hired to perform went down to 
the La Casitas to close it down.  There in the Lounge area, we had 
an informal jam session with Maria, Daniel of MMSF fame, and 
one of the waiters belting out some amazing music.  Have not had 
as much fun since I was an underage teenager…. 

Most people know how a duck moves forward, that of looking 
calm and peaceful on the top but paddling like hell on the 
bottom.  Although many commented on how well everything was 
structured and moved along, they did not see the bottom side.  
As I like to say, my biggest surprise is no surprise and we had our 
share.  The biggest factor was the weather at both the Serenidad 
and the Whale camp however there were many others surprises 
that popped up.  One interesting meeting was with the owner of 
the home next to the departure box where I convinced them ($$) 
not to water the sand in the box.  Other issues was to ensure the 
Chicken Bus would show up as well as to be involved in a heated 
discussion with one of the taxi drivers who believed I was stealing 
his revenue by the use of the Bus.  And then there was the 
continual setup and tear down of AV equipment of which Terry 
and Rick jumped in and really helped out.  So much more but not 
enough space.  

But, I would not do it if I did not enjoy the whole thing. 

Yes, I admit that I am a masochist but I am thinking Whales 24 
starting March 3 and again on March 10 however, do not ink in 
those dates until the formal announcement. 
 
And with the later date, I all but promise warmer weather, some pool time, more whales, and a lot of 
fun.   
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See you next year if not sooner…. 
Kim and Jack, your BBP 


